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ABSTRACT
Introduction
The purpose of this recital is to partially fulfill the requirements for the Master of
Music degree in Jazz Pedagogy, and to display musical proficiency on drum set, bass
guitar, and piano. Isaac Schwartz scheduled his graduate jazz recital for April 8, 2020, at
7:30pm. Due to COVID-19 quarantine regulations, he met the alternative requirements
provided by his graduate committee instead of presenting a live recital.
With seven pieces on the recital program, the recitalist will play three on drum
set, and two each on piano and bass. This shows a diverse set of skills on all three
instruments while highlighting the performer’s primary instrument, drum set. Each piece
will feature varying ensemble sizes and types such as piano trio, quartet, and quintet
featuring voice and saxophone.
The pieces to be performed on the recital are as follows: original arrangements of
Miles Davis’ “All Blues” 1 and Hoagy Carmichael’s “Skylark,” Ahmad Jamal’s
0F

“Ahmad’s Blues,” 2 Jaco Pastorius’ “Portrait of Tracy,” 3 and three of the recitalist’s
1F

2F

original compositions titled “Morning Ritual,” “Nullify,” and “Motion.” These original
compositions are all vastly different in style, instrumentation, and texture. “Morning
Ritual” and “Motion” were composed in 2019, while Nullify is a brand-new 2020
composition for this recital.
Miles Davis, “All Blues,” by Miles Davis, recorded March 2 and April 22, 1959, on Kind of Blue,
Columbia Records CK 64935. 12” Vinyl LP.
2
Ahmad Jamal, “Ahmad’s Blues,” by Ahmad Jamal, recorded 1958, on Ahmad’s Blues, Chess GRD 803.
12” Vinyl LP.
3
Jaco Pastorius, “Portrait of Tracy,” by Jaco Pastorius, recorded October 1975, on Jaco Pastorius, Epic PE
33949. 12” Vinyl LP.
1

Part I: Arrangements of Standards in the Jazz Repertoire
Skylark
Born at the very end of the nineteenth century, Hoagland “Hoagy” Carmichael
was raised in a musical home where his mother, Lida Carmichael, taught him ragtime and
popular songs on the piano. Hoagland began studying jazz at a young age and formed his
own jazz ensemble while in his university studies. 4 As he progressed in his music career,
3F

he collaborated with popular lyricists and made a reputation for composing songs that
became almost instantly famous. One of those songs was “Skylark,” for which he wrote
the music and Johnny Mercer contributed the lyrics. 5
4F

Skylark has been recorded by many of jazz’s biggest names. A few notable
recordings are Tony Bennett’s version on his album Tony Sings for Two, 6and Ella
5F

Fitzgerald’s version on her album Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Johnny Mercer Songbook. 7
6F

Skylark is most often performed as a ballad, given the sorrowful and somber lyrics.
The longing expressed in the lyrics is said to be paralleled to Johnny Mercer’s
feelings for Judy Garland, with whom he had reportedly had an affair at the time. 8
7F

However, papers found in later years at his home in Bloomington, IN show that
Carmichael had actually contributed a large part in writing the lyrics, providing a

John Edward Hasse, "Carmichael, Hoagy," Grove Music Online, 2001, Accessed 17 Feb. 2020.
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000004959.
5
Ibid.
6
Tony Bennett, “Skylark,” by Hoagy Carmichael, recorded October 28, 1959, on Tony Sings for Two,
Columbia CL 1446, 12” Vinyl LP.
7
Ella Fitzgerald, “Skylark,” by Hoagy Carmichael, recorded October 19-21, 1964, on Ella Fitzgerald Sings
the Johnny Mercer Songbook, 12” Vinyl LP.
8
Philip Furia, Skylark: The Life and Times of Johnny Mercer (Manhattan, NY: St. Martin’s Publishing
Group, 2004).
4

complete verse and bridge before Mercer had finished writing his version of the lyrics.
Carmichael’s son Randy has stated that his father did in fact write many of his own lyrics
throughout his life, but simply gave main lyricist credits to others as a sort of favor. 9
8F

Harmonically, Skylark is fairly simple through the “A” sections. Each bar has two
chord changes, and the only chord that is not diatonic to the home key (concert E flat
most often) is the A7 on beat three of the third bar, leading to the A flat major in the
fourth bar. This chord is relatively optional as it works functionally to get to the fourth
bar as a tri-tone substitution but is not completely necessary. Figure 1 shows the A7
leading to the A flat major 7 chord.

Figure 1 A7 leading to Abmaj7 in the third and fourth bars of “Skylark”, by Hoagy Carmichael 10
9F

The bridge is the most challenging part of the tune, harmonically. It changes key
centers rapidly from C minor, to A flat major, to F minor, then back to A flat major. In
the closing four bars of the bridge, the harmonic rhythm speeds up and there is a very
quick and short-lived key change to G major. After a rapid turnaround in G, there is a
dominant B flat chord for just one beat to get back into the key of E flat for the final “A”
section. Figure 2 highlights the last four bars of the bridge.

Richard Sudhalter, Stardust Melody: The Life and Music of Hoagy Carmichael (Oxford, NY: Oxford
University Press, 2002).
10
Real Book in C, 6th ed. Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Corporation.
9

Figure 2 Final four bars of the bridge of “Skylark”, by Hoagy Carmichael 11
10F

To present proficiency in various musical situations on piano, the recitalist has
arranged “Skylark” in a way that showcases a few differing styles and approaches. The
piece begins with solo piano playing the melody in a ballad fashion, as is typical, through
the first two “A” sections.
To get into the bridge, the recitalist cues the full band to enter, still in a ballad
tempo and style. This groove is maintained for the remainder of the melody, at which
point the recitalist will cue the band to enter a double-time bossa groove, which the
soloist will play over for one and a half choruses.
After a horn solo, the melody is brought back in the bridge, where the groove
shifts back to a ballad style. To conclude the piece, the recitalist will play the last “A”
section in a solo ballad texture, parallel to the feeling at the beginning of the piece.
Ahmad’s Blues
Ahmad Jamal began performing professionally at the young age of 11 in
Pittsburgh, PA. He performed in various professional bands and jazz orchestras and

11

Ibid.

moved to New York City in his 20s, where he quickly became a favorite among fans and
other jazz musicians. 12 In 1958, he formed his iconic trio with Israel Crosby and Vernel
11F

Fournier. That same year, they recorded the album Ahmad’s Blues. 13
12F

The title track, “Ahmad’s Blues,” perfectly showcases Ahmad’s signature style on
the keyboard. With the bass simply going back and forth between B flat and B natural,
his right hand plays the main melody with no left-hand accompaniment, softly trilling
between the tonic (B flat) and the lowered seventh (A flat). Triplet figures that glide up
and down the B flat blues scale fill the space between his soft trills.
During the bridge, the harmony walks down from B flat to A flat, then G flat, and
finally F, all of which are dominant harmonies. This idea is repeated before going back to
the soft “A” section. Throughout the melody Ahmad jumps from incredibly soft playing
to bombastically loud, and then almost immediately back down to soft again. This
approach is common in his playing and is one of the things that made his playing
recognizable.
Miles Davis admired Ahmad and his playing greatly and has stated that Jamal
influenced him in his own pursuits as a bandleader. 14 This is presumably why Davis
13F

featured “Ahmad’s Blues” on his own album, Workin’ with the Miles Davis Quintet. 15
14F

Richard Wang and Brad Linde, "Jamal, Ahmad," Grove Music Online, 13 Jan. 2015; Accessed 7 Mar.
2020. https://www-oxfordmusiconlinecom.proxy.lib.uni.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e1002275871.
13
Ahmad Jamal, Ahmad’s Blues, recorded live in 1958 at the Spotlight Club in Washington D.C, Chess
GRD 803, 12” Vinyl LP.
14
Francis Davis, "Ahmad Jamal, Vindicated," New York, The Village Voice, October 2010, 57-60.
15
Miles Davis, Workin’ With the Miles Davis Quintet, Recorded May 11 and October 26, 1956 at Rudy
Van Gelder Studio in Hackensack, New Jersey, Prestige PLRP 7166, 12” Vinyl LP.
12

Though the track is on a Miles Davis Quintet album, the only musicians on that specific
track are pianist Red Garland, bassist Paul Chambers and drummer “Philly Joe” Jones.
This rhythm section trio plays “Ahmad’s Blues” almost identically in form to the original
version, though Garland treats the melody slightly differently with improvised blues lines
in between the trills and bridge section.
This Miles Davis Quintet version is the recording that the recitalist will base his
performance on, and the form will be identical. After stating the melody, the bassist will
solo for one chorus, followed by the recitalist on piano. At that point, the melody will
conclude the piece just as it does in the Miles Davis recording, with a short pre-arranged
ending figure.
All Blues
Miles Davis’ “Second Great Quintet” built a reputation for pushing standard
compositions in the jazz repertoire into new areas musically, often choosing to play
ballads at blisteringly fast tempos or purposely disguising the form and melody of
common tunes so that they were hardly recognizable upon first listen.
On the way to their famous performance at the Plugged Nickel in Chicago, Tony
Williams allegedly had the idea that the band should try to play “Anti-Jazz” at the
Plugged Nickel gig. What he described was that the band should try to almost sabotage
the performance by playing the exact opposite of what they would normally play in each
musical moment, and that they should attempt to throw each other off and confuse the
audience. 16
15F

16

“Live at the Plugged Nickel,” Michelle Mercer, All Things Considered, aired January 1, 2004, on NPR.

While it can be assumed that there were some hesitations about this idea among
the other band members, it led to some unforgettable sets at the Plugged Nickel. To the
band’s surprise as they arrived at the club, producer Teo Macero was setting up audio
equipment to record all their sets for the few nights they were in Chicago. Because of
this, the band’s “Anti-Jazz” is professionally documented and accessible, and the final
result was a collection of those recordings released as the album Live at the Plugged
Nickel. 17
16F

This album of live tracks from Miles’ performances in Chicago has become
legend among jazz fans, as it showcases the explorative group of musicians deliberately
pushing themselves outside of their comfort zone and playing extremely exposed and
vulnerable music with great confidence and conviction.
Though the quintet had recorded their album E.S.P. 18 prior to their Plugged
17F

Nickel dates, their set list for the performance consisted of mainly older compositions
from Miles and standards in the jazz repertoire, as that is what fans of Miles were paying
to hear. This bothered the band members, as they wanted to play the newer music they
recently recorded and retire the older compositions. However, they accidentally stumbled
upon new ways to play completely fresh ideas on old compositions through Tony’s
“Anti-Jazz” experiment. Speaking about this new approach to the music, Miles stated,

Miles Davis, Live at the Plugged Nickel, recorded live December 22 and 23, 1965 at the Plugged Nickel
club in Chicago, IL, Columbia C2 38266, 12” Vinyl LP.
18
Miles Davis, E.S.P., recorded January 20-22, 1965 at Columbia Studios in Hollywood, CA, Columbia
CL 2350, 12” Vinyl LP.
17

“Instead of developing the new music live which we were playing on records, we found
ways to make the old music sound as new as the new music we were recording.” 19
18F

Purposely playing things they would never normally think to play, performing
standard compositions in new styles, drastically changing the tempo of regularly played
tunes, etc. were a few of the ways the quintet experimented at the Plugged Nickel. One of
Miles’ compositions they performed at the club was “All Blues.” In the original recording
on his album Kind of Blue, Miles performs “All Blues” at a slower tempo, with the eighth
note equaling 135 beats per minute. On the Plugged Nickel recording, the band plays “All
Blues” with the original form and melody, but at a blistering tempo with the eighth note
clocking in around 285 beats per minute. The drastic change in tempo forced the
performers to play much differently than they would have at the slower speed. This
practice of radically altering tempos became a common occurrence in Miles’ second
quintet over the next few years.
The recitalist arranged “All Blues” for his quintet, Flat Earth, in early 2020 and
utilized many of the characteristics of the Plugged Nickel version in the arrangement. A
similar fast tempo is written, and the melody is generally unaltered from the original.
However, there are a few alterations the recitalist decided to include, the most important
being a switch between 5/8 and 6/8 for the main portion of the melody.
This choice was not a random one; rather, it was inspired by the way the band
performs the composition on the Plugged Nickel recordings. There are certain moments

Garrett Michaelsen, “Making ‘Anti-Music.’ Divergent Interactional Strategies in the Miles Davis
Quintet’s Complete Live at the Plugged Nickel 1965, Music Theory Online 25, no. 3 (2019).

19

throughout the recording where drummer Tony Williams and bassist Ron Carter
anticipate certain beats within the 6/8 meter, and it can sometimes feel like they are
dipping in and out of the time, all while maintaining a steady, solid foundation.
Figure 3 shows the main 6/8 vamp from Miles’ original version of “All Blues,”
and Figure 4 shows the recitalist’s arrangement of this main motive.

Figure 3 Intro vamp section of “All Blues” by Miles Davis 20
19F

Figure 4 Intro vamp section of “All Blues” by Miles Davis, arranged by Isaac Schwartz

In the recitalist’s arrangement, this back and forth between 5/8 and 6/8 occurs
anytime the main tonic harmony of G7 is being played. For the other portions of the
harmony, such as when it moves to the IV chord (C7) or when the turnaround occurs (D7,

20

Real Book in C. 6th ed.

Eb7, and D7 again), the time remains in the original 6/8 feel. Figures 5 and 6 show the
original Miles Davis melody and the recitalist’s arrangement of said melody, with subtle
changes.

Figure 5 Melody of “All Blues” by Miles Davis 21
20F

Figure 6 Melody of “All Blues” by Miles Davis, arranged by Isaac Schwartz

21

Ibid.

For the recitalist’s performance, he will be playing drum set. All solos are played
over the same form as the melody. The intro vamp returns after solos to bring the melody
back in, and the arrangement concludes with a combination of the intro vamp with the
last six bars of the melody.
Portrait of Tracy
John Francis Anthony “Jaco” Pastorius III wrote “Portrait of Tracy” for his wife
Tracy Sexton. She has said that she was never bothered by Jaco’s practicing, but was
never exactly fond of it either, until he came up with the melody of what became
“Portrait of Tracy.” Tracy stated that he used to play it for her whenever she took a bath,
so she referred to it as his “Bathtub Melody,” and she did not know of the actual title
bearing her name until she saw it on the album as it was released. 22 “Portrait of Tracy” is
21F

a solo electric bass piece with an incredibly unique and characteristic sound. This is
because almost every note of the piece is either a natural or artificial harmonic.
The bass strings can of course be plucked normally, but when a finger is lightly
placed on top of a string at specific points on the neck, a natural harmonic is produced.
When certain frets are pressed down, new or artificial harmonics can be produced that are
normally not possible with the open strings.
These harmonics make the piece incredibly difficult to play and Jaco amazed
audiences with how fluidly he could play through the composition. The recitalist will

22
Grayson Currin, “Continuum,” Jaco Pastorius is Remembered by the Music and Muses He Left Behind,
August 6, 2003, Indy Week, https://indyweek.com/music/features/continuum.

perform the piece as it is on the original recording, with no liberties taken in note choices,
though the tempo may fluctuate at times from the original recording.

Part II: Original Compositions
Morning Ritual
The main inspiration behind “Morning Ritual” was Donny McCaslin’s
composition, “Late Night Gospel.” 23 Originally recorded as a trio on Donny’s album
22F

Recommended Tools, 24 it has since been arranged for various sizes of ensembles and was
23F

part of a collection of Donny’s tunes arranged for big band.
“Late Night Gospel” is written in 3/4 meter with a very slow tempo, and Donny’s
band makes it truly feel like some sort of soundtrack that would be playing as a character
is slowly walking down the street in the late hours of the night. To achieve this sound and
feeling, the “A” section is in the key of A minor and the melody makes use of long,
sustained notes and quartuplets against the triple meter.
“Morning Ritual” opens with many of the same ideas and characteristics; it is in
3/4 meter, it is centered in A minor, and the melody features similar long durations.
Another common feature of both pieces is that the melody often does not enter on
downbeats, and similarly only changes notes on weaker beats rather than beat one. Figure
7 shows the opening section of “Late Night Gospel,” and Figure 8 shows the opening of
“Morning Ritual” for comparison.

Donny McCaslin, “Late Night Gospel,” by Donny McCaslin, recorded February 27 and 28, 2008 on
Recommended Tools. Greenleaf Music 8698001008, Compact Disc.
24
Ibid.
23

Figure 7 Opening “A” section of “Late Night Gospel” by Donny McCaslin

Figure 8 Opening “A” section of “Morning Ritual” by Isaac Schwartz

In the “B” section of “Late Night Gospel,” the minor sound is maintained, though
it begins in E minor rather than A. The melody in this section repeats many of the same
tones but falls on different harmony at certain points. For example, the first bar of the “B”
section has an E on an E minor chord, and when that melodic idea is repeated in bar
nineteen, it lands on an A major chord. This subtle change in harmony is due to the
gradual key shift to D major in the “C” section, where the groove shifts to a gospel-style
backbeat in the triple meter.
To contrast the descending root motion in the opening section of “Morning
Ritual,” the “B” section features ascending root motion and a much more active melody.

For further contrast from the earlier section, the phrases are offset slightly so that the first
half of the “B” section is a five-bar phrase, while the second half is a six-bar phrase. This
idea is displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 9 The “B” section of “Morning Ritual”

Plagal cadences are incredibly common in hymns and other worship music, so it
is fitting that the final section of “Late Night Gospel” utilizes a plagal cadence from G
major to D major, contrasting the earlier sections that settled in minor key centers. This
IV-I resolution allows the piece to have some feeling of relief and resolution after the
“A” and “B” sections had rather fluid harmony and minor key centers.
McCaslin did however give this final section one characteristic that sets it apart.
Rather than an even four-bar idea repeated, there is a bar of 5/4 that turns the groove
around for a quick moment. This is also where the plagal cadence is placed.
Expanding on this plagal motive, the “C” section of “Morning Ritual” utilizes the
common “minor plagal” cadence, in which the harmony moves to the major four chord,
then the minor four chord before resolving. To maintain some continuity from the main
“A” section, the concluding section modulates to the parallel major key to give the piece

a sense of transformation; it began in A minor and gradually shifted to A major. Figure
10 and Figure 11 show the concluding sections of both “Late Night Gospel” and
“Morning Ritual” for comparison.

Figure 10 Concluding “C” section of “Late Night Gospel”

Figure 11 The “C” section from the melody of “Morning Ritual”

Nullify
Though he enjoys playing in and listening to groups of all sizes, the recitalist has
a special appreciation and fascination for modern trios like The Bad Plus, GoGo Penguin,
Dan Weiss’ Trio, Mammal Hands, and Tigran Hamasyan’s various groups. The trio
setting forces the performers to confront a few key challenges such as getting a full
ensemble sound, supporting the melody with enough harmony, creating variety in
textures and in general simply presenting a composition to its fullest potential without
sacrificing anything due to the limited number of players.
One thing that all the groups mentioned above execute very well is writing and
performing compositions that do not necessarily have a written melody. Rather, a melody
is created in the way that they play the harmonic and rhythmic characteristics of a
composition. An example of this approach is “Utica Box” by the Dan Weiss Trio, 25 in
24F

which there is no real “melody” in the typical sense of the term. Rather, the sustained,
repetitive chords played on the piano create a sort of pseudo-melody with the way the
lines rise and fall.
Another compositional characteristic of all those groups is that they tend to mix
genres and combine common modern jazz elements with rock, metal, pop, etc. This
approach is immediately apparent in the music of The Bad Plus and how they often
record covers of rock songs like Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” 26 Pink Floyd’s
25F

Dan Weiss, Utica Box, by Dan Weiss, on Dan Weiss Trio Plus 1, released November 8, 2019, Sunnyside
Records, Compact Disc.
26
Nirvana, “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” by Kurt Cobain, on Nevermind, released September 24, 1991, DGC,
12” Vinyl LP.
25

“Comfortably Numb,” 27 and Black Sabbath’s “Iron Man.” 28 An example of this genre
26F

27F

mixing in original compositions can be heard on Tigran Hamasyan’s album Mockroot, 29
28F

with its heavy progressive and technical metal influence. An interesting characteristic of
much of the music on that album is that it is mostly in a standard 4/4 meter, despite the
complex rhythms and motives that often cross the bar lines.
The initial goal and inspiration behind “Nullify” was to attempt to compose a
piece mostly, if not completely, in a 4/4 meter without a traditional melody, as described
above. Rather than a lead line with harmonic support underneath, the idea was for a
combination of harmony and bass motion to create a melody.
Holding the whole composition together is one main idea, illustrated in Figure 12.
This two-bar motive is transposed and altered as the piece progresses, and serves as a
launching point for the climactic, freely improvised conclusion. This is also the meaning
behind the title of the composition; the initial idea that essentially molds the rest of the
piece is eventually abandoned and negated.

Figure 12 Opening motive in “Nullify” by Isaac Schwartz

Pink Floyd, “Comfortably Numb,” by David Gilmour and Roger Waters, on The Wall, released
November 30, 1979, Columbia Records PC2 36183, 12” Vinyl LP.
28
Black Sabbath, “Iron Man,” by Tony Iomi, Geezer Butler, and Ozzy Osbourne, on Paranoid, released
September 18, 1970, Vertigo 6360 011, 12” Vinyl LP.
29
Tigran Hamasyan, Mockroot, recorded May 2014 at Studio De Meudon near Paris, France, Nonesuch
Records 79525-4, Compact Disc.
27

As the above motive progresses, it continues to be pedaled by the piano player, so
the overall sound is very washy and sustained. Underneath this, the groove is a subdued,
straight-eighth backbeat. Subsequently, a more technically demanding “B” section with
more space and hard articulations compliments this main motive well. Figure 13 displays
this “B” section.
The bass line in this section suggests an odd meter with its unpredictable rhythmic
pattern. Rather than an exact hemiola, the rhythm is displaced slightly so that it never
feels like it resolves rhythmically. Within the first six beats of the pattern, it initially feels
like it will be a recurring rhythmic idea of a dotted quarter followed by a dotted eighth
and a sixteenth, then a quarter rest. This idea is broken up when the rest becomes just an
eighth rest, rather than a quarter, on beat three of the second measure.

Figure 13 “B” section of “Nullify”

Adding to the uneven feeling of this line, the drums play a very syncopated
groove that disguises the bar line. One final level of rhythmic tension is introduced when
the piano adds a right-hand counter motive that both compliments and contrasts this bass
line, shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Piano right-hand entrance in “B” section of “Nullify”

Though the main motive displayed in Figure 14 is modified slightly in different
areas of the composition, the whole composition is essentially centered around the two
main sections described above. After a brief solo section based on earlier harmonies in
the piece, the main motive is brought back in its original form, then slowly decomposed
to start the conclusion of the piece, which is a freely improvised crescendo of ideas from
all players. On a cue, the bass and drums drop out to leave the piano to play the original
motive one last time.
Motion
During jazz composition class in the spring of 2019, one of the assignments was
to compose a modal jazz piece in which functional harmony was not the focus. Rather,
each student was to compose a piece that highlights the contrasts between the “light” and
“dark” sounds of the seven modes of the major scale. Figure 15 shows a chart of each
mode and orders them from brightest to darkest in sound, taken from Ron Miller’s Modal
Jazz Composition and Harmony, Vol. 1. 30
29F

30

Ron Miller, Modal Jazz Composition and Harmony, Vol. 1, Advance Music, 1996.

Figure 15 Chart of modes organized from bright to dark from Modal Jazz Composition & Harmony, Vol 1 by Ron
Miller

The “A” section of “Motion” begins by moving back and forth between locrian
and lydian harmony rather quickly, spanning the whole spectrum of dark to bright in just
a few beats. In measures six and seven, the harmony brightens to the lydian D flat chord
in measure eight. From there, the harmony gradually darkens before repeating back to the
top of the section.
Quickly changing between bright and dark modes like this gives the harmony a
somewhat uneasy or unresolved feeling. To add to this, the bass line and harmonic
rhythm play around with accents and hits that are often not on downbeats. Highlighting
this unpredictable and harmonically jumpy accompaniment, the melody utilizes triplets
and quartuplets that give it a free-flowing sound that contrasts the rhythm and harmony
underneath. Figure 16 displays the “A” section with its rapid modal changes and how the
melody works over those changes.

Figure 16 The “A” section of “Motion” by Isaac Schwartz

The “B” section can be viewed in two halves. The first half, bars fourteen through
nineteen, maintains very bright harmony and has far fewer chord changes than there were
in the “A” section. Bars fourteen through seventeen remain static in a lydian sound, then
very slightly darken to an ionian sound in bars eighteen and nineteen.
Following this, the second half immediately darkens to a locrian sound beginning
in measure twenty, and this dark modal sound is maintained for the seven remaining
measures that lead back to the “A” section. To compliment the tense but static harmony
in these last bars of this section, the melody is more active and features a rhythmic
sequence highlighting the guide tones of each chord. Figure 17 illustrates these two
halves of the “B” section.

Figure 17 The “B” section of “Motion”

Both the “A” and “B” sections move between the light and dark side of the modes
rather drastically. Subsequently, the “C” section contrasts this by remaining almost
entirely in the bright ionian mode, with brief moments of dorian and mixolydian in bars
40, 41, and 45.
Though the “C” section is in 7/8 time, it feels more stable and is less rhythmically
ambiguous than the earlier sections that changed meter every few bars. This section also
offers a small break for the listener as it is repeated four times, beginning with just bass
and piano and building to all instruments by the third time. For continuity of ideas
through the composition, the “C” section is brought back as a coda to conclude the piece.
Figure 18 illustrates this contrasting “C” section.

Figure 18 The “C” section of “Motion”

Conclusion
The wide range of musical environments and textures that are to be presented in
this recital are exemplary of the broad and comprehensive study within the Jazz
Pedagogy degree. At the professional level, a successful jazz educator should be expected
to have a firm grasp not only on the fundamentals of their primary instrument, but also on
all the other aspects of jazz music such as its history, theory, pedagogy, and an
understanding of the other instruments within jazz.
Being required to play at a proficient level on all rhythm section instruments has
provided the recitalist with the necessary tools for educating and demonstrating concepts
to students and offers a uniquely personal perspective into these instruments that few
other programs can offer. When an educator is able to clearly demonstrate various ideas
that they are teaching on multiple instruments, it assures students that they are learning
from a professional who values a wide breadth of musical understanding. The recitalist
has experienced this first-hand with students as his knowledge and skills on both bass and
piano have grown exceptionally during his time in the Jazz Pedagogy program.
In addition to the benefits of being able to perform and teach on all of the rhythm
section instruments, the recitalist has also gained a vastly different perspective and
approach to writing music for those instruments. Having the fundamentals and basic
skills needed to play any instrument in the rhythm section has provided the recitalist’s
compositions with clearer, more stylistically accurate rhythm parts. This ensures better
reading by the performers and a more trusting relationship between the writer and
performers.

Having spent two years in the Jazz Pedagogy program, the recitalist has gained
invaluable tools and knowledge that have prepared him for teaching and performing at a
much higher level. The various classes in jazz history, theory, pedagogy, and composition
have provided professional knowledge that will extend far beyond the years in the Jazz
Pedagogy program. Fundamental courses such as jazz improvisation, performing
ensembles and private lessons have given the recitalist the ability to perform at a
professional level in countless musical settings.
Finally, in preparing for the culmination of the Jazz Pedagogy degree, the
recitalist has built essential professionalism traits that will propel him into a successful
career in jazz. Efficiently managing the logistical and personal issues that are inherent in
performing or teaching music is a profoundly important skill that the program at the
University of Northern Iowa has provided the recitalist. This recital will be a climactic
showcase of the wide range of skills and abilities listed above and throughout this thesis.
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